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Our experiments with IEEE 802.11b based wireless ad hoc networks show that neighbor sensing
with broadcast messages introduces “communication gray zones”: in such zones data messages
cannot be exchanged although the HELLO messages indicate neighbor reachability. This leads to a
systematic mismatch between the route state and the real world connectivity, resulting in disruptive
behavior. Concentrating on AODV we explore this issue and present three different techniques to
overcome the gray zone problem.

I. Introduction

In the last 5 to 10 years several routing protocols for ad hoc
networks have been proposed. These protocols have been
subject to intensive evaluations through simulation, but far
less effort has been documented on the evaluation of the
corresponding protocol implementations.

When we measured the performance of our AODV-UU
implementation [1], using the APE testbed [2, 3], we ob-
served an unexpected high amount of packet loss, espe-
cially during route changes. We found that this coincided
with specific geographic locations that we call communica-
tion gray zones. In such gray zones, a node could have a
valid route in its routing table, but no data got through to
that next hop. The magnitude of the packet loss is larger
than what can be explained by the re-routing that would
occur when a node loses contact with its next hop.

We concentrate on AODV [5] and explain why gray
zones appear and present three mechanisms that reduce the
impact of gray zones.

II. Communication Gray Zones

AODV relies on neighbor sensing to keep track of those
nodes which are used as relay points for data transmis-
sions. The neighbor sensing algorithm must therefore be
able to detect when a link to a neighboring node can for-
ward data. To this end, AODV uses periodic HELLO mes-
sages. Gray zones form when broadcasted HELLO mes-
sages are received and indicate neighbor reachability but
unicasted data packets can not be exchanged between two
“neighbors”. AODV’s HELLOmessages have several salient
properties that differentiate them from data packets and that
contribute to the occurrence of “gray zones”:

a) Different Transmission Rate: In IEEE 802.11b,
broadcasting is always done at a basic bit rate while data
transmissions normally are sent at higher rates (up to 11
Mbit/s in IEEE 802.11b). Transmissions at lower bit rates
are more reliable and can reach further than at higher rates.
As HELLO messages are broadcasted, this is the main cause
to why gray zones appear.

b) No Acknowledgments: Broadcast messages in IEEE
802.11b are transmitted without acknowledgments. HELLO
messages are therefore not guaranteed to be sent over bidi-
rectional links i.e., receiving a HELLO message is no indi-
cation that transmissions are possible in the opposite direc-
tion.

c) Small Packet Size: The size of a HELLO message is
small compared to a data packet. Small packets are less
prone to bit errors since there are less bits to transfer than
in large packets. Also, they have a smaller probability of
colliding with the usually longer data packets. This makes
it more likely for a HELLO message to reach a receiver than
a data packet, especially over weak links.

d) Fluctuating Links: At the transmission borderline,
communication tends to be unreliable due to fluctuating
quality of links. This leads to spurious HELLO messages
which, once received, do not reflect correctly whether
communication between two nodes is possible or not. As a
consequence this means that stable and longer routes can
be replaced by shorter but unreliable ones.

All these elements together contribute, in various de-
grees, to the occurrence of communication gray zones.

II.A. The Shape of Communication Gray
Zones

Consider the scenario illustrated in Figure 1. It consists of a
total of four nodes where three of them are stationary (GW,
C1 and C2), while a forth mobile node (MN) “roams” the
network and is constantly communicating with the gateway
node GW: The MN will theoretically always have a possi-
ble route towards the GW and traffic is routed over one,
two and three hops via intermediate stationary nodes C1
and C2.
Figure 1 also depicts in an idealized way where commu-
nication gray zones can be experienced (the union of the
three circles shows the area where the mobile node poten-
tially can route to any of the three stationary nodes). In its
journey from the place of C1 over C2 to its rightmost posi-
tion, the mobile node will traverse two gray zones, namely
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Figure 1: Communication gray zones for the “roaming
node” scenario.

when losing contact to the gateway node GW and when los-
ing contact with the intermediate node C1. Similarly, two
gray zone traversals are experienced when moving back,
namely when regaining contact with C1 and GW, respec-
tively.

III. Reducing Gray Zones

We present three different mechanisms that help neighbor
sensing and reduce gray zones.

I) Exchanging Neighbor Sets: By using an extension
field in the HELLO message nodes can include their neigh-
bor set. Receiving nodes can, by inspection of this neigh-
bor set, tell wether the link to the sender is bidirectional
or not. This addresses the unidirectional link problem, but
not the difference between unicast and broadcast transmis-
sions. This also makes HELLO messages variable in size,
which may affect the probability of successful transmis-
sion.

II) N–Consecutive HELLOs: Requesting N consecutive
HELLO messages from the same source before accepting it
as a neighbor will bring stability into the changes in neigh-
bor sets and ultimately the routes. Typically, N would be
set to 2 or 3. This addresses the problem of fluctuating
links, but is not sensitive to unicast/broadcast differences.

III) SNR Threshold for Control Packets: A third
way to improve neighbor sensing is to use signal quality
from the IEEE 802.11b driver as a criteria for “weak”
control messages: control packets are discarded when
they are received with a signal quality that is below
some threshold. Intuitively this will counteract the gray
zone problem as it forces AODV to detect a longer route
when link quality is so bad that data supposedly cannot
get through while HELLO messages still can. Using
a link quality criteria for broadcast messages will also
reduce the probability of unidirectional links being present.

We added these mechanisms to AODV-UU and first re-
sults indicates that all mechanisms reduce packet loss that
is due to gray zones. The SNR threshold approach shows
the most promising results.

IV. Unrealistic ns-2 simulations

We have simulated our real-world scenarios in ns-2 [4]. We
observed that the real-world and simulation results do not
match very well. In ns-2 we do not suffer from communi-
cation gray zones because both unicast and broadcast have
the same transmission rate and connectivity is implemented
as an on/off switch, where transmission suddenly breaks
at a specified distance. This leads to uniform transmis-
sion ranges, effectively preventing gray zones to emerge.
Only by enabling the gray zone work-arounds we were able
to obtain real world performance figures that matched the
simulation results.

V. Conclusions

We have presented the gray zone problem that appears in
IEEE 802.11b based wireless ad hoc networks that relies
on broadcasted HELLO beacons for neighbor sensing. We
have outlined three different gray zone work-arounds that
are easily added to AODV. Preliminary measurements with
AODV-UU indicate that the suggested solution with SNR
threshold for broadcasted control packets reduces a large
portion of the communication gray zone. However, this re-
quires more investigation and detailed results and analysis
will be published in a forthcoming report.

In summary we state that protocols that relies on broad-
cast messages for neighbor sensing need to be revisited
and that protocol development can not be based on find-
ings from simulation only but needs input from real-world
experiments as well.
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